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How Much Did Your Trade Cost? You Decide! 
Moving from TCA to the Total Trading Cost Framework 

 
No transaction cost analysis provider has ever given an unarguably correct cost of a trade. 

Why? Because it’s all a matter of perspective. 

 
Consider a scenario in which a trader received an order from a portfolio manager to buy 100 

shares of Security X, which is trading at $10.00 per share upon the order’s arrival on the desk. By 

the end of the execution period, the trader has completed the order with an average execution price 

of $10.05. To the trader, this trade cost $5.00 versus arrival price (100 shares * $0.05). 

 
This is far from the only possible conclusion, however. From the portfolio manager’s point of 

view, perhaps the trader should have traded over a longer period. If the security’s price fell to $9.80 

by the end of the trading day, the portfolio manager might feel that the trader paid far too much. 

 
In this and many other scenarios, the definition and measurement of execution costs vary among 

the different investment agents (portfolio manager, trader or broker) involved with the order. These 

differences can lead to misunderstandings, arguments, and incorrect actions taken to improve 

trading, thereby reducing realized alpha for the firm. 

 
Transaction cost analysis requires a more comprehensive approach, one that accounts for the 

perspectives of all agents involved in the execution management process. At Trade Informatics, 

we have developed the Total Trading Cost Framework (TTCF) as a better way to define and 

implement a transaction cost analysis process – as it demonstrates the value of trading to the overall 

investment process and how each agent’s decisions contribute to this value. 
 
 

 
What is the Total Trading Cost Framework? 

 

 

The Total Trading Cost Framework allows an investment firm to see how the management of 

their execution process, from differing perspectives, contributes to their overall realized alpha. It 

divides the execution process into two distinct cost segments – the cost of transacting and the cost 

of not transacting. The table below demonstrates these two segments and their associated costs. 

 
The cost of transacting is comprised of explicit costs (commissions and fees) and implicit costs 

(as measured by the implementation shortfall and includes market impact and price momentum). 

This segment focuses on the trader and broker decisions. 

 
The cost of not transacting includes the pre-trade “delay” costs and the post-trade 

“opportunity” costs. This segment focuses more on the portfolio manager and trader decisions. 
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The price changes that occur between the time the portfolio manager creates an order and the time 

the trader begins to execute an order comprise the delay costs. The opportunity costs are the costs 

associated with price moves that occur after the trades are completed. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

This framework provides two unique ways of thinking about the investment process that are 

missed by a traditional TCA approach.  The first is how the execution of an order impacts the 

firm’s total realized alpha. The difference between the expected alpha a PM has for an order and 

the realized alpha is the execution shortfall, which is quantified by this framework. 

 
Second, this framework allows a firm to analyze their execution costs from the perspective of 

each decision agent involved in the investment process – PM, trader, broker and venue.  By 

considering the differing goals and limitations applicable to each stage, a firm can have more 

objective and fair discussions about their execution costs.  Discussions and data analysis enabled 

by the Total Trading Cost Framework allow a firm to derive more detailed and accurate insights 

into how the decisions of each agent impact execution costs. These observations help firms identify 

a wide variety of otherwise-invisible improvements that can be made within their execution process. 
 
 

 

Putting the Total Trading Cost Framework into Practice 
 

Effective implementation of the TTCF requires a data analysis tool capable of handling much 

more comprehensive data sets than those used by traditional TCA. To meet the unique challenges 

of such a granular and layered analysis, Trade Informatics has built its proprietary TCA software, 

the Trading Analysis Program (TAP). 

 
TAP produces four distinct outputs from a single data set by adjusting the parameters that vary 

between investment agents, such as start time, order size, and any other adjustments recorded in
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Financial Information eXchange (FIX) tags or OMS/EMS messages. Each output represents a 

distinct stage of the execution process. Users can then view trading performance from the 

perspective of a portfolio manager, a trader, a broker, or a venue with just a click of a button. With 

easy access to the most relevant performance metrics for each agent, meaningful comparisons can 

be made quickly and reliably. 

 
For example, imagine a 100,000 share order from a portfolio manager that is broken into 

smaller segments by the trader and even smaller segments by the broker. Each agent should have 

unique parameters and metrics that accurately reflect their own decision framework. The PM would 

have one order with one start time/price while the trader would have a different set of parameters 

to reflect the multiple orders with different start times and share quantities. 

 
Unfortunately, a traditional TCA approach usually will process the order data similarly for both 

the PM and trader. This approach would inaccurately measure the trader’s decisions, potentially 

leading to inaccurate conclusions and recommendations. 

 
The Total Trading Cost Framework provides a more holistic view of the execution process by 

determining and applying the appropriate parameters, measurements and analysis to the different 

agents involved. Supported by a dynamic and flexible analytical platform, the TTCF can deliver 

valuable and actionable in- sights that facilitate lower execution costs and improved portfolio 

returns. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This message and any attachments hereto are intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein 

and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please notify me immediately and permanently delete this message. Notice Regarding Entry of Orders and 

Instructions: Please do not use e-mail to transmit orders for securities or for other time-sensitive instructions. 

Notice Regarding Privacy and Confidentiality: Trade Informatics at its discretion, reserves the right to 

monitor and review all e-mail communications through its network. E-mail transmission cannot be 

guaranteed to be secure or error-free. Trade Informatics may, in the normal conduct of business, act as a 

principal or agent in connection with the purchase or sale of a security, which may be mentioned in this e-

mail. Trade Informatics does not produce, author or create any equity research products of its own for 

customers. 

The information contained herein has been gathered from multiple sources and is believed to be reliable. 

However, Trade Informatics has not independently verified the accuracy of the content and does not make 

any representations as to the accuracy or completeness of this information. Any data provided is for 

informational purposes and Trade Informatics does not believe that it is sufficient to base an investment 

decision on. This information should not be regarded as a solicitation or recommendation of any particular 

security or to engage in any trading strategy. Trade Informatics does not engage in investment banking or 

market making, and does not receive compensation from any public companies for such activities. 


